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Partial download from x264/10bit/AAC/5.1 audio with
Spanish subtitles How to get subtitle this video in tamil?
A: If you are using Windows, download Subtitles for
X264 for Windows version (free! Not needed to have it
in the same folder) Navigate to x264 - Options > Audio
Set audio type as Use Audio Track 5 as: Subtitles press
ENTER Then set Output Audio Codec from: AAC 2 press
ENTER If not available, download Subtitle library form
OpenSubtitles for Windows version (again free! Some
movies are exclusive, the rest are available for trial.
Navigate to x264 - Options > Audio Set audio type as
Use Audio Track 5 as: Subtitles press ENTER Then set
Output Audio Codec from: AAC 2 press ENTER And you
are good to go. Hope this helps The present invention
relates generally to pointing devices for use with a
display and, more particularly, to an optical pointing
device for the control of the movement of a cursor on a
computer display. Pointing devices have been used in
conjunction with displays for some time. The location of
the cursor can be controlled by a stylus, pen or the like
that is held in the user""s hand. However, conventional
pointing devices require substantial movements of the
stylus within a complex coordinate system. Most users
find the stylus movements too slow and difficult. To
address this problem, infrared or microwave
transmitting devices have been used as pointing
devices to move the cursor in an inexpensive and
convenient manner. Each such transmitting device
includes a light emitting diode (LED) for transmitting
light, and a photodetector for detecting the transmitted
light. An example of a conventional device is depicted in
FIG. 1. The device depicted in FIG. 1 includes a pen-
shaped housing 10 that includes a light transmitting
element 12 and a light receiving element 14. The light
transmitting element 12 is a high intensity LED and the
light receiving element 14 is a low intensity
photodetector that operates to detect transmission of
light by the transmitting element 12. The transmitting
element 12 and the receiving element 14 are mounted
in the housing 10 so that the transmitting element 12
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and the receiving element 14 are opposite to each
other. FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
light emitting element 12 and the receiving element 14
mounted within the housing 10. The
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